
Fit Check
trouBleshoot your weak spots: 5 simple cures for training Burnout
By: selene yeager

even with a new season spread before us like a fresh blanket of snow, many of us will plow the same path we did last year and the year before. 
for those of us who encounter our share of disappointing results, burnout or injury, it’s time to try something new. whether you’re plagued with 
nagging knees or you’re always fried by July, this guide will help you change your ways.

repeat offender: lingering fatigue 

your legs are heavy, and you need a triple espresso to motivate. 

fresh fix: eight hours of shut-eye 

the average american gets six hours of slumber per night. a university of chicago study of 669 adults found that most people sleep less than 
they think because they lose an hour between the time they decide to go to bed and the time they actually get into bed. if you’re an active cyclist, 
you need eight hours for optimum performance. during sleep, your body pumps out the greatest amount of human growth hormone, which is 
essential for muscle repair, bone turnover, fat metabolism and strong immunity. studies suggest that routinely skimping on sleep can leave you 
with broken-down muscles and increased fat stores, and may reduce cardiovascular performance by 11 percent and slow glucose metabo-
lism--a disastrous side effect for endurance athletes. 

repeat offender: midsummer Burnout

you crush climbs and win town-sign sprints in march, only to watch everyone blow by you come July. 

fresh fix: Build a BomBproof Base 

riders with spring fever are scorched by summer. if you’re a seasoned rider, spend at least three weeks in spring doing easy to moderate aerobic 
riding before you start doing serious speedwork and racing. (double that if you’re new to the sport.) then, during the spring and summer, allow 
adequate recovery by taking one or two days off the bike each week and scaling back the intensity of your rides one week out of every month.
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repeat offender: painful knees 

your legs and lungs can get you to the front, but your rusty knees hold you back. 

fresh fix: condition your connectiVe tissue 

it’s common for riders who have been lifting weights and riding the trainer all winter to hammer big gears in early spring--a one-two punch 
that can overload connective tissue and cause injury. likewise, if you stay fit by crosstraining during the off-season, your knees need time to 
adjust to the repetitive demands of pedaling. taper down on strength training as you begin riding more. keep your early season pedaling resis-
tance low and your cadence high, and spin up hills instead of muscling your way over them. your long ride shouldn’t be more than double your 
average ride mileage from the previous two or three weeks. 

repeat offender: neck and Back pain 

a study of more than 500 recreational cyclists found that 85 percent have experienced pain from riding, most commonly in the neck and back. 

fresh fix: push-ups, pull-ups, planks

many cyclists ignore the need to condition the muscles above the waist. a weak torso opens the door to chronic back, neck and shoulder pain. 
do two to three sets of these moves two days a week: push-ups (work up to 25) to build chest, shoulder and triceps strength; plank (support 
your body on your forearms and toes for up to 60 seconds) to build ab and back strength; and pull-ups (aim for 12) to strengthen upper back, 
shoulders and arms. 

repeat offender: stuck in neutral 

you’re not getting slower, but you’re not getting faster, either. 

fresh fix: ride as fast as you want to Be 

many riders consistently train at one speed or intensity, then get bummed when they can’t keep up with their fast friends. two days a week of 
structured intervals can raise your cruising speed. on the first day, do short sprints--four intervals of 15 to 30 seconds in length at all-out inten-
sity, with 10 to 15 minutes of active recovery in between. on the second day, do five or six intervals three minutes in length at a pace faster than 
you would ride a time trial, with three minutes of active recovery in between.

selene yeager, a usa cycling certified coach, keeps you fit and healthy.
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